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The volumes of three oceanic plateaux, the Kerguelen, Ontong Java and Iceland Plateaux and

four aseismic ridges, the Walvis-Rio Grande, Hawaiian-Emperor, Ninetyeast and Laccadive-

Chagos Ridges, have been calculated from digital images of the sea floor (Figs 1 and 2).

Fig. 1. Topographic image of the South Atlantic showing the Walvis Ridge, Rio Grande Rise and

Tristan da Cunha.  The ages are the projected position of the Tristan da Cunha plume at various times.



Fig. 2.  Topographic image of the part of the Indian Ocean sea-floor showing the Ninetyeast Ridge

(90E), the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge (CLR), Reunion-Mascarene Plateau (RMP), Seychelle Bank

(SEYCH BK) and Rodriguez Fracture Zone (Rod Fr).  Large circles labeled with an age, followed by

Ma, are 39Ar/40Ar ages of basalts for ODP sites, smaller circles, labeled with ages that are not followed

by Ma, are the expected ages (in Ma), based on a plate tectonic reconstruction.



These data, combined with seismic data (Fig. 3) and geochronology, have been used to

calculate melt production rates for the Kerguelen, Ontong Java, Iceland, Reunion, Tristan da

Cunha, and Hawaiian plumes.

Fig. 3.  A cross-section through the Walvis Ridge based on a seismic reflection study.  Estimated

densities are given for layers 2, 3 and 4.

The results show that the principal factors controlling melt production rates for the plumes are

whether the material melting is a plume head or a plume tail and the tectonic setting of the

plume.  The melt production rates of the plume heads that produced the Kerguelen and

Ontong Java Plateaux are 4.7 and 16.5 km3a-1, which are 15 and 50 times respectively greater

than Iceland, the most efficient of the modern plume tails, and 80 and 250 times respectively

greater than Hawaii.  The principal factor controlling the melting efficiency of plume tails is

whether they melt in an intra-plate setting or at a spreading centre, with the strength of the

plume being of secondary importance.  The Iceland plume, which melts at a spreading centre,

has an eruption rate that is five times that of the intra-plate Hawaiian plume, in spite of the

buoyancy flux of the Hawaiian plume being six times that of the Iceland plume.  The tectonic

setting of two of the plumes, Reunion and Tristan da Cunha, changes with time from

spreading centre to intra-plate, which leads to a sudden decrease in the melt production rate of

a factor 20 to 50 respectively.



The melting efficiency of four of the plumes, Iceland, Reunion, Tristan da Cunha, and

Hawaiian, has been calculated by dividing their melt production rate by their volume flux.

The results show that the melting efficiency of the Iceland plume, which melts at a spreading

centre, is about 20%, which compares with less than 1% for the intra-plate Hawaiian, Reunion

and Tristan da Cunha plumes (Table 1).

Table 1:  Plume Fluxes and Melting Efficiencies for Selected Plumes

Plume B
Mgs-1

Vƒ
200

km3a-1
Vƒ

300

km3a-1
Rate

km3a-1
E1% E2 %

Hawaii 8.7 13.7 9.0 0.060 0.45 0.66
Iceland 1.4 2.2 1.5 0.29 13.2 19.4
Reunion 1.9 3.0 2.0 0.011 0.35 0.49
Tristan 1.7 2.7 1.8 0.0031 0.12 0.17

B: plume buoyancy flux
Vƒ200: plume volume flux calculated from B assuming a plume temperature excess of 200°C
Vƒ300: plume volume flux assuming a plume temperature excess of 300°C
E1%: Eruption efficiency of plume for a temperature excess of 200°C

(Rate÷Vƒ200x100)
E2%: Eruption efficiency of plume for a temperature excess of 300°C

(Rate÷Vƒ300x100)

The low efficiency of melt production in the intra-plate plumes means that melting will be

dominated by low melting temperature components in the plume source such as basalt and

sediment.  This may explain why geochemical end-members in the mantle can be recognised

in intra-plate plumes but not in MORBs where the efficiency of melting is higher.  The high

efficiency of melting in the Iceland plume may also explain why its source appears to be more

primitive than that of other plumes.  Note however that Iceland basalts are not as primitive as

MORB showing that there is a fundamental difference between the OIB and MORB source

and that differences in their basalt geochemistry cannot be explained solely by differences in

melting efficiency.


